
BOSS JR PROGRAM LIST

1-DAY WORKSHOP FREE

PROGRAM COST CHECK BELOW

30-DAY ONLINE BOOT CAMP COURSE $20

3 YEAR MONTH-TO-MONTH MEMBERSHIP $50/MONTH

MONTHLY AFTER SCHOOL PROGRAM $50/MONTH

WEEKLY SUMMER CAMP $100/WEEK

WEEKEND CRASH COURSE $25/COURSE

SOCIAL FREE W/ MONTHLY MEMBERSHIP OR
1 SOCIAL PER PRODUCT PURCHASE

The boot-camp walks the young future entrepreneur through every phase of business development, from creating a concept 
or business idea, all the way to funding. The program employs games, videos, and quizzes to ensure that every user walks 
away feeling knowledgeable and informed about all the business terminology, processes, and strategies. Throughout the pro-
gram, Juniors earn NuBucks which are virtual dollars they receive for doing well on coursework. The NuBucks can be re-
deemed for business development products within our online store and prizes during the Boss Jr. Socials.

During this workshop learn the fundamentals of basic business and what all Boss Jr has to offer for participants, facility hold-
ers, etc. . 

30 DAY BOOT CAMP

1 DAY WORKSHOP

BOSS Jr. SOCIALS
Each month there will be a Boss Jr. Social hosted by an agency owner to allow all Boss Jr affiliates to network 
with one another and connect what local business leaders and experts in the area! The social includes keynote 
speakers, prize giveaways and business simulated games. 

This crash course is a 3hr session reviewing the prior weeks lesson from the Summer Camp program with work-
sheets, games, and activities alike. 

MONTHLY AFTER SCHOOL
This course is the guided 3 Year Membership Program generally sponsored or hosted by a school or an organization that 
will host the event by providing materials and an instructor. 

WEEKLY SUMMER CAMP
During this week to week summer camp, you have 2 phases, each lasting a month. During this course the participants learn 
the Dream, Plan, Build, and Grow concepts for building their business. During the 2nd phase they begin an intro to exciting 
industries such as the entertainment industry, credit 101, marketing, and many more!

The 3 year program, with a small monthly fee, walks the entrepreneur through and even more rigorous training. They will be 
working with industry professionals and engaging in projects to develop their business even further. In this phase more in 
depth and detailed modules are provided. Throughout the program a portfolio is being developed that can be used later to 
pitch for funding.

ThThrough the Boss Jr. Program, participants will have the opportunity to earn a venture capital investment of up to $10,000. 
They have three options to earn the investment. The first involves them presenting their business and obtaining an investment 
from investors, raising capital themselves and getting it matched up to 10k, and lastly by running a successful social media 
campaign. 

3 YEAR MEMBERSHIP

WEEKEND CRASH COURSE


